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CUBA AND THE UNITED STATES TAKE STEPS TO NORMALIZE RELATIONS

The Presidents, ofCuba and United States issued simultaneous statements to.the press on 17 December
announcing steps to normalize their bilateral relations. This development represents a major change
for both countries, which suspended diplomatic ties in 1961. Pressure had been buildingfor an
improvement in relations, especially in the Western Hemisphere, where Latin American and Caribbean
states had been clamoringfor Cuba's return to regionalfora and an end to the US embargo. In a
departure, Cuba had been invited to the upcoming Summit ofthe Americas in Panama (April 2015).
The announced steps to normalize relations have been greeted with support throughout the Americas
and have the potential to remove what had long been an issue ofdiscord within the region, improving
the prospectsfor a momentous and significant Summit a/the Americas.

1. The announcements were preceded by news of Cuba's release on the morning of 17 December of
US contractor Alan Gross, who had served five years of a I5-year jail term in Cuba. For its part, the
United States released three Cubans convicted in 2001 on espionage charges. 'In their respective public
statements, President Castro and Obama emphasized that these releases did not constitute a prisoner
swap. They underscored that the US release of the three Cubans was a humanitarian agreement
involving Cuba's release of a US intelligence agent jailed in Cuba for more than 20 years. President
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"the United States had expressed an interest", viewing them as political prisoners. While recognizing
the existence of deep differences, especially with regard to views on democracy, human rights and
foreign policy, President Castro stated Cuba's willingness to have a dialogue "on all those issues".

2. In his statement, President Obama stressed that the United States was ending an outdated
approach toward Cuba that had not served well the interests of US or Cuban citizens. "You can't do the
same thing for 50 years and expect different results", he stated. Because policy toward Cuba continues
to be as much a domestic as an international issue in the United States-in light of the support the many
in the Cuban-American community have provided to the continuation of the embargo-s-President
Obama remarked on the contribution of the Cuban exile community; he also underscored the proud .
history of US support for democracy and human rights in Cuba.

3. While noting that past US policy had good intentions, President Obama recalled that "no other
country joins us in the embargo" against Cuba-a fact that has been repeatedly underscored in the yearly '
vote on the UN GA resolution against the US embargo. In recent years, only Israel has joined the
United States in opposing the GA resolution. President Obama also stated that it was not in the United
States' interest "to try to push Cuba toward collapse", suggesting that gradual transformation may lead
to more lasting and positive change. The new approach outlined by President Obama involves (a) the
re-establishment of diplomatic relations; (b) reviewing Cuba's designation by the US State Department
as a "State sponsor of terrorism"; and (c) adjusting regulations to improve commerce, remittances,
travel, and information exchanges. Although the provisions of the US embargo can only be dismantled
by the US legislature, President Obama outlined measures in which he can exercise executive authority.

4. The new course in relations is a harder sell for the United States and President Obama's
statement was lengthier and more detailed than that of his Cuban counterpart. Support has been building
domestically for a change in US policy towards Cuba. Many within the Cuban . . ant community
have changed views over time and with generational change, expressing great ope11I\e?~=. . . .ei _ -~ , ., _.~ .~
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continue to be vocal and tend to be more politically active. The US Administration's move is therefore ,
one that carries a degree of political risk. The New York Times has taken what many view as an
unprecedentedly bold approach, publishing a half dozen editorials calling for a change of course on
Cuba within the span of only a few months.

5. , For Cuba, the current change in policy comes at a significant time. The island has been seeking
ways of cushioning the impact ofpossible changes in its longstanding preferential trade and economic
arrangements with Venezuela. As economic and other challenges mount in Venezuela, Cuba has sought .
to accelerate its effort to diversify options'and economic partnerships, An improvement in relations with
the United States is a key step in that regard. Many believe that the United States, portrayed by the
Cuban Government as an external enemy responsible for the embargo, provided an element of internal
cohesion for the population to rally behind the Cuban Communist Party and to justify the privations of
the population. In agreeing to improve relations, Cuba may also be in the process of significantly
changing the narrative that has served to explain much of daily life during the past decades.

6. Both presidents thanked Pope Francis and the Government of Canada for facilitating the high-
level dialogue that resulted in the announcements made on 17 December. Latin American countries
heartily endorsed the announced normalization of relations. Many leaders welcomed the news as a
positive development for the entire hemisphere. In spite of the recently announced US sanctions against
Venezuelan officials, President Maduro praised Obama's courage. The European Union High
Representative drew parallels to the fall of the Berlin Wall, expressing hope that a full normalization of

,relations would ensue, and noting that the ED had initiated a political dialogue and cooperation'
agreement with Cuba to foster engagement and reforms. '

7. It is in the United States that the announced normalization of relations may encounter the most
difficulties. Some Democrats and key figures of the Republican Party, which are soon to control both
houses of the legislature, have expressed scathing criticism of the President's move. Senator Marco
Rubio, a Cuban-American soon to be Chairman of the Foreign Relations Subcommittee on the Western
Hemisphere, has vowed to fight any lifting of the embargo and stated that Congress.would withhold
funding for the opening of an embassy in Havana and newmeasures on Cuba. He also noted that
Congress would not confirm an ambassador to Cuba. Speaker of the House of Representatives John
Boehner claimed that President Obama's moves "embolden all state sponsors of terrorism" and
criticized the Administration's "mindless concessions". Such views, however, have not been unanimous
in the Republican Party. The days and weeks ahead will show whether there will be a gradual
acquiescence to the new course that the Obama Administration has charted or whether Cuba policy will
become a new field of acrimonious'partisan discourse.

8. In his intervention, President Castro expressed Cuba's willingness to cooperate with multilateral
organizations, such as the UN. For his part, President Obama made a similar mention of the importance
of Cuba's engagement with the UN and the International Committee of the Red Cross, noting that both
organizations espouse "universal values", The significance, if any, of the specific reference to our
Organization has not been clarified, but appears to suggest a concerted view by both leaders that the UN
has a role to play in the changes underway. The UN Country Team in Havana intends to issue a
statementechoing the Secretary-General's words of support for the normalization of relations, noting the
availability of the UN system to support this process, within the framework of respective nates.


